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LOS ANGELES MORNING

The sun is rising on Los Angeles. The day is

beginning. Traffic moves. The reflection of sun is on the

buildings of Downtown Los Angeles. KATE, 20-25, jogs. She

has on a radio headset listening to music.

BEDROOM -ANGEL & FRANCIS MORNING

Alarm clock goes off. A hand switches off the buzzer to

the radio. Then a body starts to crawl under the sheets

over another body...

KCRW/NPR

(music Radio introduction)

"and the morning fog will

lift bringing in pleasant

temperatures in the 70’s...In the

marketplace today, the lobby group,

One Man One Woman, announced a

record breaking number of donations

from their website. CEO, Floyd

Kallor, of White Haven

Pennsylvania, stated that letters

of support and checks had broken

all previous levels......"

The body is FRANCES, 25-29 who is awake and crawls

over ANGEL, asleep, and tousles ANGEL’s, 23-29, hair as he

rises.

FRANCES stands naked and we see his backside as he heads

to the bathroom. ANGEL opens his eyes and stares ahead.

PARK/ROAD MORNING

KATE is still running.

KCRW/NPR

(Continued from previous

scene now through her headphones)

"... Kallor has been in the news

over the last year as a

primary supporter for the

Constitutional Ban against gay

marriage."

KATE Listening to the news she runs harder/faster.
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BEDROOM-ANGEL & FRANCIS’MORNING

KCRW/NPR

(continued in background

music)

FRANCES returns dressed.

ANGEL

Nice Shirt!

FRANCES

Thanks for letting me borrow it

FRANCES moves in to kiss ANGEL goodbye

ANGEL

Hey...invitations?

FRANCES

Mailed!

ANGEL

Tuxes?

FRANCES

Rented!

ANGEL

Blow job?

FRANCES

Tonight!

INT. ANGEL AND FRANCES KITCHEN/OFFICE MORNING

KATE still breathing hard, enters kitchen and starts

rooting through the fridge.

ANGEL

(Jumps surprised by KATE

in the kitchen)

Aaah!

KATE (AS SHE CROSSES TO COFFEE POT)

’Morning...I couldn’t wait to

show you...

ANGEL

Have we ever heard of ...KNOCKING

it’s simple, you just take

your fist....you know how to make a

fist don’t you?

(CONTINUED)
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KATE

Oh, I never worry, you guys

only play hide the snake at

night....

ANGEL Glares loudly.

KATE Glares- back. Pours last cup of coffee- puts the

empty carafe back...drinks it.

INT.- COMPUTER OFFICE MID-MORNING

KATE opens web page- we see the following:

"Welcome to ANGEL and FRANCES Wedding". RSVP. INFO. Gift

registry. Photos...to cum

ANGEL

It looks great...I feel so..HETERO!

KATE

If you were really a

straight couple, you would be

making money off it like those

nitwits in Pennsylvania...

She pulls up the ONE MAN, ONE WOMAN web site.

ANGEL

That guy, what is Kallor for

KHOLE? Creeps me out with all

that makeup...

KATE is busy hacking-meaning fingers moving frantically

on key board.

ANGEL (cont’d)

Talk about a closet case!

(Notices what KATE is

doing...) Are you linking the

sites?

KATE

Just an experiment...

ANGEL

No. no. no NO.

KATE

Please, the last time I had

this much fun was when I hacked

into the City of Cleveland- that

mayor was such a chauvinist pig -

(CONTINUED)
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ANGEL

KATE!

KATE

...and ordered more tampons than

they would ever use in this

lifetime.

ANGEL

Who are you? Kate, unlink it.

KATE

Love hacking, LOVE HACKING!

ANGEL

You have to stop! We can’t do

this. Enough... No. STOP.

KATE

Ok fine. Done. Or should I

say Undone.

INT. BEDROOM/ OFFICE NIGHT

ANGEL and FRANCES start to make love.

INT. KATE’S BEDROOM - NIGHT SAME EVENING

KATE looks at the web page. Changes the web page slightly.

Switches to the ONE MAN etc. web page. Links them.

INT. BEDROOM/OFFICE NIGHT SAME EVENING

ANGEL and FRANCES continue to make love...they get louder as

the computer begins making cash noises at KATE’s

apartment...

as they get more ...active!

INT. DAY, ANGEL’S KITCHEN/OFFICE SEVERAL DAYS LATER

Sitting at the desk, piled high with envelopes, checks-even

cash. ANGEL holds up a huge check for five hundred dollars.

ANGEL and KATE are looking at all the envelopes, putting the

cash in a pile, shaking his head in disbelief.
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EXT. PARK/ROAD MORNING

KATE is running with headset,

FOLLOWED BY A MONTAGE

Wedding-some guests wearing wearing t shirts: "I Live Here

Too"

KATE and ANGEL giving large check to Pro Gay marriage

organization

Headlines Investigation of Anti-Gay Marriage Group for Tax

Evasion

Federal Courthouse Kallor off to jail for tax evasion.

RADIO V.O.

" and the in the Valley, the

thermometer will reach the

high 90’s. A new local pro-gay

rights group,"I Live Here Too"

has gone national today with a

launch of their web site

and television commercials.

Spokesperson Angel Tamez urged

all free thinking individuals to

examine their heart and their head

when dealing with this issue.

VOICE OF ANGEL

The right wing better take a

look around; their actions may

possibly hurt someone close to

them. Look at Mr. Kallor and his

life for an example of hypocrisy. I

hurt no one else when I love my

partner, in fact, some believe that

the more you love the more you get!

And a democracy can only be made

stronger by extending civil rights

to all of its citizens.

KATE Stops at the corner for the light, she is wearing

the tee shirt with Angel and Frances on it with the name of

the organization.

A beautiful woman stands at the corner next to her. She

looks at KATE. Smiles. KATE looks back at her. They flirt.

KATE stops jogging in place and walks across the street with

her....

(CONTINUED)
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END


